Ordway Tead speaks In 4N Thursday At 1

Basis For Co-operation Of Faculty-Students To Be Discussed

Ordway Tead, chairman of the Board of Higher Education, will address a meeting called by the American Student Union Thursday at one in 4N, on city-student cooperation as a basis for the solution of school problems.

The address is expected to lead to the calling of a conference of school principals in which all school organizations will be invited to participate.

The conference was originally proposed in an editorial in the TICKER a week ago. It will most likely scheduled for next week.

Mrs. George Z. Medalie, member of the Board of Higher Education and chairman of the Student Facilities Committee for the city colleges, approved the suggestion for such a conference at a Student Council meeting Tuesday, in which school improvements were discussed at great length.

Mr. Tead, one of the newer appointees to the Board, has been active in student-faculty work. He was active in campaigning for the recent renewal of the faculty-student center set-up.

Mrs. Medalie pointed out that the free textbook problem persists as a question for discussion, since the faculty voted to reject the free textbook proposal last week.

First Monthly Issue Appears Oct. 29

As a result of the removal of restrictions on the OCCY Monthly just before the close of last semester, a great deal of interest was felt at the Commerce Center Monday, October 29.

Prominent in the issue will be numerous feature reviews of recent short stories, poetry and plays, a department devoted to the disquisition of which now seems to be current among the "lost generation."

In short, Dean Moore placed a ban on the Monthly after the dismissal of Howard S. Beekman and Jerome Waldman. In a statement issued as the the action was taken, he characterized the story as "obscene and sordid."

It was not until after several months of campaigning by the liberal forces on the campus that the ban was revoked.

Lost and Found

**Prove Of NYA Funds Begins**

Committee Set Up To Investigate Abuses

A committee to investigate the administration of NYA funds in the City College was appointed at the first meeting of the N.Y.A. Club.

The action was taken after a motion was adopted last week that the present system could be improved. In addition, the committee was instructed to investigate grievances from students in the city.

**Liberals Sweep Run-offs; Council Hears Medalie**

Completing the sweep last week, the Liberal Party Thursday elected Howard Nelson and Stanley Beckerman president and vice-president, respectively, of the Student Council.

The newly constituted Council met for the first time last Friday and was addressed by Mrs. George Z. Medalie, chairman of the Board of Higher Education Committee on Student Facilities in the city colleges.

Greater understanding and improvement of the public attitude towards the City College, it was declared by Mrs. Medalie, to be the main problem confronting her in her efforts to present the student body to the public at large.

(Continued on page four)

**Sigma-Alpha Applications Due October 26**

Sigma Alpha, undergraduate honorary society, announced last week that its last day applications will be accepted.

Applicants, lower junior, must have a B-average and must have been active in extra-curricular work. Nominations and applications should be submitted to any member of Sigma Alpha or left in box 112.

**Copyright of ignorance concerning the existence of Justin H. Moore's book of 'Mexican Love', Lengthy Novel By Dean Justin H. Moore**

By Sam Engler

BECAUSE of ignorance concerning the existence of Justin H. Moore's book of 'Mexican Love', an absorbing romance, which, in the indefinable way, has caught up and steeped itself into the atmosphere of the scene, its telling of the black-eyed vam-Titans, who fell in love with the young American, Douglas Terhune, is not as well as the story is the sincerest form of compliment.

The story, which was published by Donnelly-Park, is being read by thousands of people who have heard of it, and the author is happy in its success.

**New House Drive Aims At Funds And Furniture**

A call for the immediate stocking of the new House Plan building with suitable furniture was issued to the student body Friday by the House Plan Executive Committee in preparation for Open House Week: November 1-2. The Faculty Wives Club has offered to furnish one room with a library.

A bountiful wine will be donated by the City College clubs.

To add impetus to the collection drive, a campaign will be started today. The dues are payable at the central office desk behind the balcony on the second floor. Information as to the meeting place of established houses may be obtained there as well as instructions for the planning of new houses. Those who wish to join committees in the House Plan should see Terry Cooper.

**College Groups Endorse Plan To Aid Spain**

The Oe'tr' Club, House Plan Council, American Student Union and other organizations on the campus endorsed the All-Communist Give a Can of Food for Spain Week. The campaign is to call on the student body to buy in the rehabilitation of the beleaguered Spanish.

The student body can make the projects a success by bringing clothing, clothing and medical supplies to Room 56 during the week of October 27-31.

**Edison Society Plans Trip To Stock Exchange**

A packed program of activities including trips to the Omaha Monthly, the New York Stock Exchange and an ice cream factory are undertaken by the Economic Society this fall. Mr. Cook, the adviser announced.

These trips are open to members only. The society is inviting new members at its first meeting on Thursday at 2:30 at 1 P.M. in E-20. The Business Bulletin has announced it is taking a poll for the day of the excursions.

**Ticker Offers Review Of "Mexican Love", Lengthy Novel By Dean Justin H. Moore**

by Sam Engler

'Mexican Love' is an absorbing romance, which, in the indefinable way, has caught up and steeped itself into the atmosphere of the scene. Its telling of the black-eyed vam-Titans, who fell in love with the young American, Douglas Terhune, won in turn the charm of all the alluring Cochas. And meeting through the story is the sincerest form of compliment.
Meyer, Pelequet Articles Feature Accounting Forum

By Beckerman and Wolkow, Accounting Forum appeared in print, the magazine achieved another forward step in its technical development. Since its inception in recent months, that magazine has focused on exposing and analyzing the working capital problem. In "Working Capital," John M. Meyer, instructor in the Accounting Forum, presents an important contribution to the Accountant's Club, in "his fine analysis of the working capital problem."

The pleasant, easy-going editor of "The Enjoyers," writes Maurice K., works hard on "Working Capital," so that a seating arrangement may be worked out. Secretary of the W.W.W. Society, send to his relatives:

To make the magazine authoritative, diversified, and in several instances entertaining,
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